
Jacques Lacan:

Circumstances: learning that M. Paul Duguenne had
undertaken the translation of President Schrebet's

, Ivletwrs I arranged for their publicatiory in serial fonru in
the journal of the epistemological cirde of the Ecle
normale sup€rieure, C.ahiers pour I'analy*, I asked laequeg

. \
i - :

Presentation of the Memoirs of president
Schreber in French translation.

Translated by Andreut l. I-etuis

l,acan for this presentation which appeared in number'S,
nov-dec 1956. The cornplete text, reviewed by N{rc 

i

Nicole Sels, appeared in 1975, in the collection of the
Champ freudien (Seuil)
J.-A. Miller,

This translation has been long awaited. To be exact, since our seminar of the yW '' 
,

L955-56. We remember having seen Mrs Ida Macalpine prick up her ears, wtio -, '
no doubt hastened the one she, with the help of her son, was doing in Englistr: it
is clear that she could [q1e !a!en her time '- . -

Perhaps a delay so scarcely iustified warl4qgp4g's keepllg_it undereutiny
for longer, or else coming back to it. _:-

when you rerer back to these ru.orou"i H:}tiilTil ff":ruHfrHfffi ,
third from Saint Anne, demonstrates to us themes not necess"ty to the
broadening of received categories, lut some of t{qs_e themq dating fro_lq wtren _ i

'The present translation is based on the text published in Ornicar?, reuue du Clump \

freudien,lo 38, 1986, p.5-9. It is published with the authorisation of Jacques-Alaillfillgr.



they would follow the career that nowadays sees them circulating in-the

ioumals, the ones read by those of finer graces (bel air), or, if you like, of refined
intellect (bel espit).

If some of these themes appear in these short words of introduction with
which we will accompany what follows, provided by our frimd Doctor
Duquenne, it is only because they are illuminated by the light this text produces.
For do not forget that Freud knew nothing of the "Schreber case" other than this
text. And it is this text which carries with it everything revelatory that he was
able to draw from this case.

This is why this seminar which takes its title from the fourth of the said fi1'e
great psychoanalyses of Freud, could not better enlarge its base than to shess the
very text which served as its object. To our leowledge, we were the first to do
this to such an extent.

Not of course that Mrs Ida Macalpine does not present in pre- and then in
post-face a-psychoanalysis of this text which aims at correcting Freud.l Bu! i! 1
only aPPe.ued in the final two seminars of the year (2f Jnne - 4" Iuly) thal t
could restore Freud to his rightful place, retuming to this issue just two years
later in an article where, in a construction which proved very decisive for what
followed, we condersed close to two thirds of the material covered in that year. I
refer you to the article: "On a question preliminary to any possible treahnent of
psychosis".2

Lets say that Schreber's text is a great Freudian text, in the sense that, rather ''
than it being Freud who throws light on it, the text itseU illuminates the
relevance of categories that Freud has forged, undoubtedly for other objects, and
from a point for the definition of which it does not suffice to invoke genius,,
trnle,ss_ one understands by this an extensive facility with respect to knowledgg.

Certainly Freud would not repudiate this textts being ptaced on his ledger,
when it is in the article where he promotes it to the rank of a case that he
declares that he thinks it neither r,rnworthy, nor even risky, to let himself be
guided by such a radiant text; even if he should be exposing himseU to the
reproach of sharing the sick man's delusion, which scarcely seems to disturb
him. ,

The facility of Freud here is simply to make the decisive step of introducing
the subject as such, which means that the mad are no longer sized up in terms of
deficits and dissociative functions. So simply reading the text dearly shows that
in this case thelg_q nothing of that sort.

It is, nevertheless, certainly there that gmius, if it comes with such facility,
still does not suffice.

r, Panr dans la Psycttatulyse, vol. 4, Repris &us rrres fui*, P, i3 r-i83.
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For to corutnrct the subject by taking the unconscious as a
point of departure is a matter of logic, as a glance at one of Freud's books is
enough to make clear-and it remains no less true that I am. the first to have
mad_qfhe remark.

To give credit to the psychotic, in this case, would be nothing more tf,ur, ,f,u,
which will remain for any other, treated just as liberally: to break down an
,rnlgclgd door is to harye absolutely no idea of what space it op_ens_onto.

When one reads in what follows in Schreber's hand that he himself gives
support to God or the Other enjoying his passified being (€trepassiod), so long as
he abandoru himself to the thinking-of-nothing so that God, this Other coruisting
of an infinite discourse, withdraws and that from this lacera$ GichirL) text that
he becomes, there rises the bellowing that he qualifies as miraculous, as if
testifying that the dishess that it reveals no longer has anything to do with any
subject{oes one not find there a suggestion to orient oneseU with the precise
k1uq5.that alone Lacan's discourse on Freud provides.

The theme that we measure by the patience which zuch terrain denands
where .we have to make it understood, in the polarity, the most recent to be
promoted there, between the subject at jouissatrce and the subject that the
signifier represents for an always other signifier, is not this what will enable us
to move towards a more precise definition of paranoia as identifying jouis*nce rn
thls_place of the Other as sudr.

Does not Sdueber's text turn out to be a text to be inscribed in the lacanian
discourse, ttiis must be said, after a long detour during which it was from
elsewhere that this discourse assembled its terms. But the confirrration of this
comes from the same mould as the one that Freud's discourse receives from it,
wbich is hardly suqprising, since it is the same discourse.

In actual fact this translation clarifies this mos* .o*t d.iscourse, precisely. as
it did Freud's initial discourse.

Perhaps this will allow us to take up again the thread which leads us to the
Freudian venture. That is, this pailway (tranchte) which opens with my thesis,
$9 cgqe of Aimie. which I did not inclucie in the collection of my Egyits-.

Perhaps one will note, mentioned, at several points in this collection, this
phase of our reflection, which was firstly that of a psychiatrist, which anxted
itself with the theme of. paranoiac krowledge (contuiswnce parutuaqrc). To aid us in
this coll,ation, someone has already noted that we hardly darified this notion
which has left very few traces.

What a beautiful career as an essayist I could have made for myself with this
theme so favorable to all the modulations of aesthetics. One need oo'ty recall the
way our friend Dali knew how to unravel it.



Certainly paranoiac knowledge is of everything that parades as knowledgei,
the lest ob.q_qg4g._b_gJ this is not to diminish its obtuseness. - 

\\
Following a rhythm which we have become accustomed to, after ten years

our thesis began to be read in sudt avant-garde places as the asyhrm of Saint-/
Albans,-atdof course.the Clinique de Ia Facult6 de Paris (1932-t94D.

The inadequacy of psydtoanalytic teaching had to be publicty exposed for me
to become engaged in the task. 195*L956 marks the same interval. Two years
st![ remained before the "question prelimin ary" was given its complete seguel. __

What does this mean except that we are not interested in anything other ttran''
in the training of subjects capable of entering into a certain experience that wB
have lq?rnt tocentre where ifit. - - ,-

Where it is-as constituted by the true sbrrcture of the subject-which !s
such is not complete, but divided, and. lets fall an ineducible resiue;lh" ],.d4 

I

allelJgis_ of which is in process.

Now it is easy to introduce thought to this sbrrcture, as it is easy to introduce
a child, at a relatively early age (in school developmtrrt, if not in analytic phq,ses)
to the q!r4y*of lnalhgp14$gq througlr set theory. ,

r It is at the
begins.

level of mathematics as it is being developed that thg beelngr.tt

Ihis can give us an idea of the resistance that is encountered, anongst
psychoanalysts, by the theory on whictr their training itself depends

Apart from the fact that this is where the psychoanalysing function gives the
subject's constitution its grealgst arviety-proyoking employnrent. ;

A type of bungled action (acta nunqubslperhaps they are the only tq*
worthy of their name because in neurosis they are successful actm type iof
tungled on purpose' act, stands out very prominently in the n{idst of the
theoretical transmission that the training of psychoanalpts implies. r

This is, as one can imagine, the domain in which pioof is at its most d.ifficult,
but how can we fail to see one in this unlikely indifference to the text of
President Schreb e{s Mernoirs - which me?nt that it was published in English by '

an outsider (Mrs Ida Macalpine, as a student of Edward Glover's_, who adhered
too strongly to the requirements of science, has not beert made a member, unless
recently, of the london Society), that in France it is in a partictrlatly i"tbitive
zo^e, but on the fringe in relation to a group (the one that nrr11leaching sustains),
a zone represented by the
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)Clhiers piou, f arutyse, that the Menroirs to-*hich *e
have devoted such care is finally brought to light.

MaJr the Memoirs be a reminder to those who are capable of understanding
what I have said, on the eve of a colloquiu:n on the clinic, about the implication
of the subject supposed to know in the symptom, and also the fact that the
conception of psychiatric disorders is the clinican's concern-whiclr merely
opening this poignant text demonstrates.

The fact is that the said clinican must accomodate himself to a
conception of the subject, from which it emerges that as subject he is no stranger
to the link which places him, for Schreber, under the name of Flechsig, in the
position of object of a sort of mortifying erotomania, and that the place he holds
in the extraordinary photograph with which Ida Macalpine's book oPens,
namely, before the grgantic mural inrage of a brain, makes sense in the whole
affair.

It is a question there, not of any access to a mystical asceticism, any.more than
oJ any effusive opening onto the lived experience of the rll, but rather of a
position to which only the logic of the treahrent can introduce one.

1 [S".Ida Macalpine and Ric]rard A. Hunter, "lntroduction" and "Transiators' Analysis of
the Case" in Daniel Paul Schreber, Memgirs of my Neruous lllness,369-{11. Translated by
Ida Macalpine and Richard A. Hunter. 1955: 2nd edition. Car.nbridge, lv{A. Harvard Uriiv.
Press, 1988. Trans. notel

2 Appea:ed T L littttytVtl,_yot 4. Reprinted in Edts,p.531-583 [Erits: e SeWtion, 
-'. '

trans. Alan Sheridarj p.179-2251
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